
Seals and sea lions look very similar and it’s 
sometimes difficult to tell which is which. Both 
of these marine mammals swim with flippers 
and can be found in oceans all over the world. 
One has visible ear flaps while the others’ ears 
have no external flaps. One swooshes through 
the water using their back flippers and the other 
uses their front flippers to swim. On land, one 
bounces along and the other can “walk” on 
their flippers. Learn about the similarities and 
differences between these marine mammals 
in this latest addition to the Compare and 
Contrast Series!
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Thanks to the education team at The Marine 
Mammal Center for verifying the accuracy of 
the information in this book. 
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The Compare and Contrast Book series is growing! Look for four new titles this season. 
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